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Pre-Notification of Release of RFP
Supply of Concrete and Aggregate 

Hydro One Networks Inc. and its affiliates (“Hydro One”) are preparing to release a Request for Proposal (“RFP”) on or 
around August 1, 2017 for two categories of Construction Materials.  The materials in scope for this RFP are: 

(i) Supply and delivery of Ready-Mix Concrete;  
(ii) Supply and delivery of Aggregate, Sand, and Topsoil 

Hydro One’s intent is to select (at Hydro One’s discretion) a set of preferred suppliers who have experience in providing 
reliable, high quality Concrete and Aggregate at competitive rates. Hydro One will ask suppliers to provide information 
about all applicable pits, quarries, and concrete mixing sites that are owned, operated, partnered with, or subcontracted by 
the supplier in Ontario. As such, the requested information may include: physical location (longitude & latitude), available 
materials, base price for materials, shipping rates per metric tonne-kilometer or cubic meter, shut-down dates, and 
approximate output volumes per site. 

A key focus for this sourcing event is to supply diversity of these materials in Northern Ontario where quick delivery and 
time between loads can be challenging. As such, Hydro One will be exploring ways to improve geographical coverage by 
optimizing the supplier base, and encouraging larger suppliers to seek local sub-contracting or partnership opportunities. 
Additionally, Hydro One is actively looking for ways to provide opportunities for Indigenous suppliers* and non-Indigenous 
suppliers that have significant Indigenous participation**. Indigenous suppliers are invited to bid on their own 
behalf, or work with other suppliers for subcontracting or partnership opportunities.

Registering as a Bidder: 
The RFP will be hosted on Hydro One’s Bidding Engine. In order for you to access the RFP and avoid any delays following 
the posting of the RFP, Hydro One requires that you register (as early as possible) at the link provided below: 

http://www.hydroone.com/DoingBusiness/Pages/default.aspx

Please click on “Bidder Registration” and follow the prompts.  If you have any issues registering, please contact 
BidderRegistrationHelp@HydroOne.com; and our Help Desk will resolve any issues you may encounter.  

Please be aware that RFx's are posted to Hydro One’s website as often as daily. We encourage suppliers that wish to do 
business with us to check the website on a regular basis. 

Thank you, in advance, for your interest. 

Marco Mazzone 
Buyer | Supply Management Services 
Inergi LP |  20 Dundas Street West, Toronto, ON M5G 2C2 

 +1 416 345 4099 | marco.mazzone@inergi.ca
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Additional Information
Below is a preliminary list of materials that Hydro One is seeking proposals for. Hydro One utilizes OPSS and CSA 
standards in many cases, however Hydro One specific requirements will be provided with the RFP documentation. 


